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sized gears on the same shaft with little
clearance between them. That ability
permitted more compact design of automobile transmissions.
In Holt's opinion, though, Fellows'
cutter-grinding machine was more significant than his gear shaper machine. He
explains that Fellows' precision grindi ng
machine foreshadowed the grinding of
hardened gears as a common step in production.
Fellows worked for his company for
the rest of his life. He was president and

director when he died May 21, 1945.
Fellows Corp. continued to serve gear
manufacturers for another 57 years. It
stopped operations Feb. 13, its parent
company filing for bankruptcy.
On May 23, BF Acquisition won its
bid for Fellows Corp. BF Acquisition is
an affiliate of Park Corp., an Ohio-based
company.
As reported in the Rutland' Herald of
Rutland, VT, BF Acquisition bid $3.72
million for the company.
BF Acquisition's
purchase was
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expected to receive final approval May
28 from U.S. Bankruptcy Court in
Delaware. Closing on the sale was
expected to occur May 31.

A Two~StoryGear Unit
BHS-Cincinnati Getriebetechnik GmbH
of Sonthofen, Germany, recently delivered what it says is the world's large t
integral gear unit at more than 5 meters
wide, more than 4.5 meters tall and
weighing more than 42 tons. The gear
unit was sold to MA ; Turbomaschinen
AG, GHH Borsig, of Berlin. a German
compressor manufacturer.
MAN Turbomaschinen'
eu tomer, a
Chinese chemical plant. plans to use this
gear unit for manufacturing purefied
terephthalic acid (PTA), a material used
in polyester fiber production.
What's unique about these large integral gear units is that the compressor is
not mounted in line with the gear drive
but is directly mounted to the gear casing. says BHS engineering sales manager Stefan Burkart. With this arrangement,the efficiency rate can be significantly improved and the space requirement significantly reduced versus traditional stand-alone units,
Other companies make this kind of
device, but this one is larger than most.
However. similar sized integral gear
units are sold by Flender Corp. of
Bochoh, Germany •.and SMS Dernag AG
of Dusseldorf, Germany,
The primary advantage of the integral
gear unit is the compact instajlauon it
provides through the elimination of the
coupling along w.ith the capability of
mounting the compressor
housing
directly to the gearbox, says Patrick
Potter, sales engineer at BHS-Cincinnali
Even for single-pinion units, this i a ignificant advantage because the compressor housing can be overhung from the
skid. which allows much more flexibility in piping arrangements for the compressor's process ga ,
For multiple-pinion units, the ability
to mount the compressor casings directly ~Q the gearbox is a technical and co t
advantage because multiple stages of
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Make a pit stop in the Reishauer booth to have one of
our Pertormance Team take for you lor a spin around
the future of hard gears.

Reishauer Corporation Elgin, Il60123
ph: 847-888-3828 fax: 847-888.Q343
VNffl. reishauer.com

box design holds upper and lower hou 109 components

The RZ 400 r,educes manufacturing costs tIlrough:
• Increased flexibility for a variety 01 tooth geometries
• Substantially faster cycle times
• Rapid changeovers lor small lot size production
• Automatic loading as a standard option
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You know Reishauer
lor superior Continuous
Generating Gear Grinding
machines. This year at
IMTS, along with a complete line of Diamondl
IDr,Bssing TOlIls" we'll introduce Ihe completely
new RZ 400. Incorporating all of the successful
technology of our past series and much more,
the new RZ 400 will revolutionize the way
spur and helical gears are ground.
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